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Preface

The majority of the books on signal integrity focus on techniques to validate and design physical
passive channels, such as the package, printed circuit board, and power delivery network. Unfor-
tunately, we cannot mitigate all signal integrity issues with package or board-level design
improvements. Relying only on physical design improvements can lead to suboptimal or unreal-
istic system-level solutions. We must consider signal integrity issues at the early design stage of a
modern high-speed I/O interface; engineers from various fields (such as architecture, circuit, sys-
tem engineering, and signal integrity) must work together to find the best system-level solution
for a target application.

This book serves as a bridge for engineers coming from different fields, because it is writ-
ten from the perspective of I/O (input/output) link design. It starts with the basics of signaling
components, which serves as a good starting point for circuit and architectural engineers who
want to delve further into signal integrity issues. It also introduces the concept of I/O design, for
the benefit of signal integrity and systems engineers.

Traditionally, I/O interface designs had clear boundaries for the roles for circuit, signal
integrity, and systems engineers. Circuit designers designed a transceiver to meet the target per-
formance requirements, using either a simplified channel model, or more complex channel mod-
els provided by the signal integrity engineers. Signal integrity or systems engineers designed the
board and package to minimize signal-integrity issues, using either a simple behavior driver
model, or a more accurate full-circuit model provided by the circuit designers. Although this
approach is still widely used, it is no longer sufficient for today’s high-performance systems. For
instance, in high-speed I/O systems, noise and jitter (due to devices and boards) are no longer
independent and separable: Engineers must co-optimize them in the circuit and board designs,
sometimes even at the architectural level. To model this complex interaction of noise and jitter,
modern high-speed interface designs need a new simulation methodology: one that predicts the
accurate link-level performance (including the interaction of noise or jitter between the transmit-
ter, receiver, and passive channel [such as packages and boards]). Traditional SPICE-based simu-
lation approaches can no longer predict the performance of such a complex interaction. Some
novel simulation methods have recently appeared in technical journals, and at conferences, but no
comprehensive book has been written in this area. This book is perhaps the first book to system-
atically cover this new simulation methodology.

One of the lessons learned from the advances in power integrity engineering is that an
ideal, stable power-delivery network design is no longer possible for modern power-hungry
multi-core processors. Circuit designers have learned to design with significant power noise. Any
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residual jitter or performance degradation due to power noise is budgeted for in the system mar-
gin. For example, in a high-speed I/O interface, the jitter induced by power supply noise is one of
the dominant device-timing error terms. Consequently, power supply noise can no longer be bud-
geted for under the transistor voltage margin headroom. Additionally, this supply noise-induced
jitter has broad frequency content, causing it to interact with the other parts of the channel, further
complicating modeling issues. This book covers the basics of power supply–induced jitter, and
describes characterization and simulation techniques.

Passive channel analysis and modeling has been, and still is, the main task for signal
integrity engineers. Decades spent in the study of transmission-line modeling and macro model-
ing have given us fast channel simulations, but research is still in progress. Numerical inaccura-
cies or instability issues in transmission-line simulation or macro modeling methods are still
some of the hottest topics at signal-integrity conferences. Until now, there has been no single
numerical algorithm that provides a stable and accurate broadband model for general intercon-
nect structures. Signal integrity engineers must understand the limitations of existing modeling
methods, and apply them carefully. This book reviews the crucial limitations of some popular
numerical models, and presents practical tips that you can use to avoid them.

This book is written for practicing engineers and managers working on high-speed system
designs, as well as for professionals and graduate students doing research in this field. We have
attempted to address all the latest issues and technologies with sufficient background and illustra-
tions. Most of the information contained here has been verified, and has been widely used in real
applications. Despite the fact that we have devoted significant effort toward making this book
readable for entry-level engineers and graduate-level students, some of the advanced topics
require some basic background on the part of the reader. As we cover different subjects from dif-
ferent engineering fields, the background requirements for individual chapters vary slightly. The
minimum requirement is a basic knowledge of circuit theory. In addition, depending on the chap-
ter, a basic knowledge of electromagnetics and/or statistics is required.

Preface ix
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1

Computing devices, such as computer servers, workstations, personal computers, game consoles,
and smart phones, have become increasingly more powerful with each new generation of semi-
conductor process. Thanks to Moore’s Law, which states that the number of transistors on a chip
doubles every two years [1], there is not only more functionality available for a given device, but
also an increase in performance. To keep up with the increase in performance, the data communi-
cation speed between the components of the computing device has also been increasing, rising
from a few hundred Mb/s in the early 1990s to several Gb/s in 2008. It is projected that data com-
munication rates will soon increase to tens of Gb/s. For instance, the next generation PCIe speci-
fication is considering 8Gb/s as a target data rate and is expected to be in production by 2012.

As data communication reaches multi-gigabit/sec rates, the task of ensuring good signal
integrity, both on-chip and off-chip, becomes increasingly important. Understanding the high-
frequency physical effects introduced by the wire or interconnect is as important as the silicon
design itself. Moreover, device jitter (generated by on-chip circuitry) now becomes a signal-
integrity (SI) problem, because system-level behavior (such as jitter amplification and cancela-
tion) must be modeled. The time when signal integrity was considered, only after the silicon was
built, has passed. The I/O interface designer, or system designer, must perform a thorough signal-
integrity analysis to avoid producing non-reliable or overly constrained systems, or incurring
costly recalls of products from the marketplace.

Signal-integrity design considerations must be considered upfront to ensure the robust
operation of modern high-speed digital systems. New design methodologies must be introduced
and employed to account for the physical effects that could be ignored at lower data rates. To
minimize timing errors with the new target data rates and channel designs, clocking or timing
circuitry designs must be optimized. Before building any hardware or system, worst-case design
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2 Chapter 1 Introduction

parameters and interconnect electrical behavior must be evaluated and analyzed. A detailed and
accurate understanding of the electrical behavior of interconnect, advanced signaling, and circuit
techniques (such as equalization) can be used to overcome the non-ideal effects introduced by
interconnects.

Accurate prediction of system behavior at multi-gigabit data rates is a challenging task that
requires a signal-integrity engineer who possesses knowledge of, and experience in, several diverse
engineering disciplines. Specifically, such an engineer must have knowledge of digital system
engineering, high-speed I/O circuit design, electronic package and printed circuit board design,
communications theory, microwave engineering, and computational electromagnetics. Because of
these multi-disciplinary requirements, signal-integrity engineers come from many different techni-
cal backgrounds, such as circuit and printed circuit board design, RF/microwave engineering, and
electromagnetic modeling. The signal-integrity engineer then gains the necessary knowledge and
experience on the job. Few universities offer courses and training programs that specifically teach
signal integrity, which contributes to the growing shortage of signal integrity engineers.

Because signal integrity is a relatively new, fast-evolving, and multi-disciplinary field, few
good reference books exist on the subject. H.B. Bakoglu’s book, published in 1990, is a good intro-
duction to signal integrity [2]. Bakoglu’s primary audience is the silicon circuit designer who wants
to understand the impact of interconnects on high-speed data transmission. H. W. Johnson’s book,
published in 1993 [3], is a practical handbook for signal integrity engineers. W. Dally’s work, pub-
lished by Cambridge University Press in 1998 [4], offers comprehensive information on high-
speed digital system design. It offers excellent information about designing high-speed signaling
systems by considering the impact of circuit design, packaging and interconnect design, and power
distribution network design. Recently, more books on signal integrity design and engineering have
become available [5–19]. Those books cover a wide range of topics, including printed circuit board
design, system timing analysis, substrate noise coupling, and power supply noise modeling.

Although the aforementioned books have been very useful to signal integrity engineers,
most of them focus on one specific topic. Few take a systematic approach and discuss how to
design a high-speed system from the architecture design phase to production, or how to ensure
robust system operation under worst-case operating conditions. Finally, few offer information
about how to achieve maximum system yield for high-volume manufacturing. Some of the mate-
rial is now outdated, because the data rates have increased from a few megabits to several giga-
bits. As a result, signal-integrity engineers, who must confront the new challenges of
multi-gigabit designs, lack adequate reference material. They must study topics that are common
in communication theory, circuit theory, microwave engineering, and computational electromag-
netic theory to understand and design a multi-gigahertz system.

This book offers a comprehensive discussion of high-speed signal integrity engineering. It
is intended as an intermediate to advanced text to aid signal-integrity engineers in acquiring the
necessary skills and knowledge needed to design and model multi-gigabit digital systems. It
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Introduction 3

assumes the reader has some basic understanding of various electrical engineering subjects, such
as VLSI design, transmission-line theory, and microwave engineering. This book draws on 10
years of high-speed signal integrity design experience, from more than two dozen engineers at
Rambus Inc. Rambus®-designed I/O interfaces have had a wide range of data rates, ranging from
800Mb/s in the early 1990s, to 16Gb/s in 2009. Most Rambus I/O interfaces have been propri-
etary, and SI engineers have worked closely with other circuit and architecture engineers to
ensure reliable channel performance. SI engineers were involved in defining signaling definitions
and circuit requirements, characterizing and simulating a prototype virtual channel, and account-
ing for mass production environments. This book shares more than a decade of collective experi-
ence in analyzing various I/O interfaces, such as on-board parallel busses, backplanes, consumer
memory, and PC main memory.

What is unique about this book?

• This book takes a systematic approach and considers signal integrity from the architec-
ture phase to high volume production.

• This book covers a broad range of topics, including the design, implementation, and ver-
ification of high-speed I/O interfaces.

• Passive-channel modeling, power-supply noise and jitter modeling, as well as system
margin prediction, are considered in extraordinary depth.

• Both signal integrity (SI) and power integrity (PI) are considered in a holistic approach,
designed to capture actual system behavior. The impact of power noise-to-signal quality
(including both on-chip and off-chip noise) is also considered.

• Methodologies for balancing system voltage and timing budget are explained in detail to
help ensure system robustness in high-volume manufacturing.

• Practical, yet stable, formulae to convert various network parameters are described for
the first time, as network and transmission line theories are an important part of channel
analysis. Broadband modeling of interconnects is quite challenging. Some fundamental
issues with existing models and tools are described, along with potential improvements
and tips to avoid inaccurate models.

• This book takes a systematic approach, and considers signal integrity from the architec-
ture phase to high volume production.

• This book presents the most recent advances in SI and PI engineering. Specifically,
equalization techniques to improve channel performance are explained at a high level.
High-volume manufacturing modeling and link jitter/statistical simulation methodolo-
gies are covered for the first time. The relationship between jitter and clocking topology
is explored in detail. On-chip measurement techniques for in-situ link performance test-
ing are also presented.
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4 Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Signal Integrity Analysis Trends
Signal-integrity engineering is a relatively new engineering discipline; its development is driven
by the need to design high-speed digital systems. In the early 1990s, when digital systems were
relatively slow in terms of operating data rates, signal integrity was often an afterthought. Engi-
neers did not have to worry much about the parasitic effects of passive interconnect, which
includes package and printed circuit board traces, via transitions, and connectors. The physical
designs of the package and PCB were often simply “connecting dots” in layout tools. However,
as the data rates of the high-speed systems increased, people encountered numerous system fail-
ures due to parasitic effects, such as crosstalk, reflections, and power-supply noise. As a result,
signal integrity engineering has grown from relative obscurity into one of the most important
engineering disciplines. This section reviews the history of signal-integrity engineering, dis-
cusses its evolution over the past decade, and explores its future directions.

1.1.1 Pre-1990: Era of “Black Magic”
During the early days of the computer, transistor device speed limited the I/O speed. As a result,
the parasitic effect on the digital system was negligible. There was no need to be concerned about
signal integrity, unless one was designing super computers. During this period, the noise prob-
lems related to crosstalk and supply noise were addressed on a case-by-case basis. The necessity
of trying to debug system failures drew engineers, with various technical backgrounds and expe-
rience, to SI engineering. Typical engineering backgrounds included analog design, I/O circuit
design, printed circuit board (PCB) and package design, microwave engineering, and electro-
magnetic modeling. In fact, SI tasks were considered a “side job,” rather than as a primary job
function.

During these early days, SI engineering was in its infancy. Several problems typified the
period: First, the physics of noise in digital systems was poorly understood. Though parasitic
effects at high frequency were well studied in related microwave engineering, little knowledge
was transferred to digital design. Second, digital designers ignored the impact of parasitic effects
during the design phase. The problem was addressed only after the appearance of system instabil-
ity, or a failure. Little effort was spent trying to understand the failure mechanism. As a result,
signal integrity was jokingly referred to as “black magic,” rather than engineering. Third, a very
limited number of tools and methodologies were available with which to model the parasitic
effects in digital systems accurately. Finally, the roles and responsibilities of SI engineers were
not well defined. As stated before, most engineers had diverse technical backgrounds, and most
had a primary job other than SI engineering.

Fortunately, researchers working for high-end system manufacturers (such as IBM®, DEC®,
HP®, and Bell Labs®) and engineering schools devoted a vast amount of time to modeling and
analyzing interconnect systems. Although their work was published in technical journals and
conferences (beginning in the early 1970s), there were no textbooks on these topics, as their
applications were limited to very high-end computing systems, such as supercomputers and
mainframes.
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1.1 Signal Integrity Analysis Trends 5

1.1.2 1990–2000: Era of “Passive Channel”
By the early 1990s, the data rates within a computer system had reached several hundred
megabits. For example, a high-end PC system had a memory system running at 500–800Mb/s in
the early 1990s, while Intel’s microprocessor was operating in the gigahertz range. Noise consid-
erations for such systems became much more important. An early signal integrity–related confer-
ence called Electrical Performance of Electronic Packaging was established in 1992, and a few
other electrical engineering conferences included signal integrity as part of their conference ses-
sions. During this period, SI engineering was quickly developing and rapidly changing in both
technical breadth and depth. More practical issues and solutions soon complemented the early
research work done by the high-end system manufacturers and university researchers. Figure 1.1
illustrates an SI engineer’s various tasks in a typical design process. Many pieces of the “puzzle”
had to fit together in order to design a robust high-speed digital system. In contrast to SI engi-
neering in the pre-1990 period, SI engineering was now no longer an afterthought, but an inte-
grated part of high-speed digital system designs. Tools and methodologies that were once only
available to a few high-end system manufacturers became readily available through various EDA
vendors.

During this period, much of the SI analysis focused on modeling transmission lines.
With HSPICE stable and accurate transmission-line model implementation, engineers were
finally able to evaluate the impact of crosstalk, loss, and reflections. Frequency dependent loss,
due to dielectric and conductor skin loss, was conveniently evaluated in transient analysis.
Electromagnetic (EM) 2D and 3D solvers became available with which to extract either RLGC
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(Resistance, inductance, conductance, and capacitance) matrices or scattering parameters. SI
engineers created SPICE circuit models based on physical designs using EM modeling. Corre-
lation was performed to validate the passive model in the time domain (using time domain
reflectometry [TDR]/scope), or in the frequency domain (using vector network analyzer
[VNA]). Finally, the system time and voltage margins under worst-case operating conditions
were verified.

Much of the SI work of this period focused on passive-channel modeling and its correlation
with hardware measurements. This period can be characterized as “modeling from transmitter die
pad to receiver die pad.” Everything in the passive channel was modeled. However, what was
implemented in silicon was treated as a black box. Behavior models (such as IBIS) were often
adopted for transmitter and receivers to minimize SPICE transient simulation time. The interac-
tion between the passive channel and active (Tx/Rx) circuits was ignored, or poorly modeled.
Even when a “violation” of the passive channel specification was observed, the overall system
failure could not necessarily be concluded. Furthermore, many companies did not understand the
importance of signal-integrity engineering; some continued to treat SI as a back-end process, and
ignored it until problems appeared later in the design cycle. In addition, there was still some
debate regarding the roles and responsibilities of SI engineers, and the future of SI engineering
[20]. In summary, SI engineering played an important, but limited, role in high-speed digital
system design during the 1990s.

1.1.3 2000–Present: Era of “Entire Link”
At present, data rates for computing systems have reached several gigahertz levels. For example,
Sony’s PlayStation® 3 uses a differential XDR™ memory system that supports data rates rang-
ing from 3.2Gb/s to 6.4Gb/s. Intel’s microprocessor currently operates at more than 3GHz. Data
rates for parallel on-board interfaces and high-end graphics memory interfaces have reached sev-
eral Gb/s levels. Data communications for modern routers and switches have driven the need for
very-high-speed serial links. For example, the Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) standards
call for 6 to 12Gb/s for backplane systems. For multi-gigahertz applications, the channel often
defines the speed limit. As a result, much of the design attention focuses on mitigating the non-
ideal physical effects caused by channel, and in particular, by inter-symbol interference (ISI).

During this period, SI has become one of the important architecture drivers. SI engineers
now interact with system architects, circuit designers, and system engineers throughout the
design cycle: from conception to mass production to cost reduction. SI engineering has gone
beyond conventional passive interconnect modeling, and now attempts to model the entire link.
This includes the transmitter, receiver, clock, and channel. SI engineering excels in signaling
architecture analysis and performance trade-offs. SI modeling analysis of the entire link influ-
ences design issues, such as equalization architecture, clock architecture, timing calibration
architecture, coding, and/or error correction architectures. A significant portion of this book is
dedicated to this new era of signal integrity analysis, which is henceforth referred to as signaling
analysis.

6 Chapter 1 Introduction
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1.1 Signal Integrity Analysis Trends 7

1.1.4 Future: Era of “Power Optimized Link”
This section describes new areas where SI analysis will be required in the near future, based on
the authors’ current experience and technology trends. Briefly look back at what has happened in
the past from a device point of view. The scaling of CMOS feature size and voltage has helped
maintain constant power per unit area [21] allowing more transistors to be packed in the same
area. This directly increased the performance of the chip, which in turn, required a high-speed I/O
interface. However, the voltage scaling has significantly slowed, as the threshold voltage (Vth)
could not scale accordingly due to leakage power. As a result, power consumption per unit area is
no longer constant and continues to increase. Figure 1.2 shows this scaling trend and the power
consumption for microprocessors.

Given the slowdown in voltage scaling, the current generation of I/O interface designs
needs to consider the optimized data rate for a target process. Power per bit became a common
metric for evaluating the link performance, rather than pure performance. Power consumption for
a given process is normalized, in terms of FO4 (fan out of 4) delay time, in order to predict the
optimum data rate, independent of process technology in [22]. Basic trade-off analysis, in terms
of data rate and power consumption with different signal conditioning schemes, would be useful
in future signaling analysis.

Traditional I/O interface designs focus on one target data rate, which represents the highest
performance in terms of data rate, power consumption, and system cost. This is no longer suffi-
cient for power-critical applications, such as fast-growing mobile applications. Application

10
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Figure 1.2 Microprocessor Vdd, Power/10, and Feature Size vs.Year [21] (© 2005 IEEE).
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8 Chapter 1 Introduction

processors for such systems now use multiple I/O data rates to optimize the power consumption
for various applications. Furthermore, extensive power-managing schemes, such as shutting
down the I/O interface (or portions of it), are now commonly employed [23]. Therefore, signaling
design must consider a wide range of data rates, and signal integrity analysis must consider non-
ideal conditions (due to transitions to different power modes or data rates), to achieve uninter-
rupted or minimum degradation of I/O performance.

3D integration is another new area to apply signaling analysis. 3D integration shortens the
I/O channel, but is subject to more on-chip noise, because the small form-factor makes providing
a stable supply quite challenging. In this application, I/O performance is limited more by clock
distribution, because the clock tree can span a greater distance than the I/O interconnect itself.
Modeling and minimizing the jitter of the clock distribution is crucial in this application. So far,
the impact of core noise on I/O has largely been neglected, as I/O typically has a separate power
rail (but this may no longer be true for 3D integration). For high-speed I/O with 3D integration,
an on-chip power regulator is desirable, and the design trade-off between the on-chip regulator
and I/O interface is critical.

On-chip regulators will be more common with off-chip interfaces, because low-swing sig-
naling is desirable for low-power applications [23]. Such interfaces have a minimum output sup-
ply noise, even for single-ended signaling designs, and the major supply noise–induced jitter
would be from the pre-driver or clock tree. Power supply noise–induced jitter for these circuits
will play a more important role, and the signaling analysis must include the impact of these
effects. In summary, future signal integrity analysis will be more challenging, and will require a
broader knowledge of interface architecture.

1.2 Challenges of High-Speed Signal Integrity Design
This section provides detailed descriptions of a number of the challenges facing signal-integrity
(SI) engineers during high-speed SI design.

One challenge is that system-design methodology must change so that SI concerns are
accounted for during the architecture phase, rather than later in the process. This issue is more
pronounced for designs moving into high data rates. In the past, engineers have relied on their
own experience until something goes wrong. This can be very costly in terms of product delay
and returns.

SI engineers also need to identify the critical timing and voltage parameters and relation-
ships of the design. Having a good understanding of the signaling methods and clocking architec-
ture is critically important. Not all SI engineers will have the opportunity to work on a new
signaling method; most engineers typically work with a standard defined by industry consortium.
Even in this case, the SI engineer needs to understand how signaling functions and its key
requirements. Identifying worst-case scenarios is also crucial.

SI engineers must be able to build accurate models for passive interconnect as well, includ-
ing the package, PCB, and connectors. These models must capture frequency dependent loss,
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1.3 Organization of This Book 9

crosstalk, and reflections. They must also capture 3D, as well as full-wave effects. These models
can be used in either time-domain or frequency-domain simulations.

SI engineers must build confidence in the accuracy of the passive model by performing
detailed correlation with the hardware, in both the time and frequency domains, using VNA and
TDR. The impact of manufacturing tolerances must be considered for high volume productions.

SI engineers also need to build an accurate model of the power distribution network, to
account for the effects of supply noise on system performance. The power distribution network
must not only be appropriate for on-chip power delivery analysis (such as IR, EM, and AC supply
noise); it must also be able to capture system behavior, such as coupling between signal and sup-
ply rails. The supply voltage tolerance at transistors and package pins must be defined. Bypassing
requirements on-chip, on-package, and on PCB must be defined for suppressing high, medium,
or low frequency supply noise.

SI engineers need to account for the effects of non-ideal circuit behavior as well, such as
transmitter jitter and receiver offset and/or sensitivity. Deterministic noise sources (such as DCD
or ISI), and random noise sources (due to thermal or shot noise) must be modeled. The ability of
SI engineers to work in a multi-disciplinary environment is very important when accessing the
risks or benefits of various design options, and when helping to define an optimal signaling archi-
tecture, in terms of both speed and power. Moreover, SI engineers must understand the relation-
ship between supply noise and jitter for a given clocking architecture. Certain clocking
architectures may be more susceptible to noise than others. Finding the noise-to-jitter transfer
function is essential.

Finally, SI engineers must be able to work in the lab, using various instruments, ranging from
VNA, TDR, DCA (digital sampling scope), spectrum analyzers, and BERT (bit error rate tester).
One must be able to capture waveforms in the lab, correlate them with simulation, and explain the
observed system behavior. Using the correlated model, one must be able to find the root cause of
the failure or instability, as well as to recommend design changes for future improvements.

1.3 Organization of This Book
Chapter 2, “High-Speed Signaling Basics,” is an overview of signaling basics. It describes the
fundamental blocks of I/O signaling channels and introduces basic I/O interface design. Without
delving into details, it depicts an overall description of I/O interface design, including various
clocking and topology options that are often not considered in a traditional signal integrity sub-
ject. It also covers major noise components in high-speed I/O links. The basic physics of these
noise components are discussed, along with modeling issues.

The remaining chapters are organized into four parts. Part I consists of three chapters on
passive-channel modeling. The first chapter, Chapter 3, “Channel Modeling and Design Method-
ology,” presents an overall channel modeling and design methodology. It focuses on a general
flow of passive channel modeling. Channel modeling often requires conversion of various net-
work models, and Chapter 4, “Network Parameters,” provides conversion formulae for different
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10 Chapter 1 Introduction

network parameters. It also presents a few issues in S-parameter modeling, which has recently
gained more popularity. This chapter also describes the passivity condition of a network parame-
ter. Finally, Chapter 5, “Transmission Lines,” discusses the transmission line model, as well as a
popular recursive convolution method and its limitations. Generating transmission line models
from measurement data is described in detail. The characteristics of three different interconnect
types, a PCB trace, package trace, and on-chip interconnect, are discussed.

Part II considers the simulation and analysis aspects of the channel. Five chapters are
devoted to this topic. The first chapter, Chapter 6, “Channel Voltage and Timing Budget,” dis-
cusses challenges in link performance analysis and reviews conventional voltage and timing
budget analysis. The remaining four chapters address these challenges, and cover new simulation
methodologies. Chapter 7, “Manufacturing Variation Modeling,” introduces Design of Experi-
ment (DoE) in channel analysis. DoE guarantees reliable channel performance for mass-produc-
tion systems with manufacturing variations. Chapter 8, “Link BER Modeling and Simulation,”
presents a statistical link simulation framework, which can model both device-timing jitter and
voltage noise, in addition to the traditional channel effects. Although the statistical link simulator
is a powerful tool, used to predict the link’s performance, it has a few serious limitations (such as
difficulties in modeling non-linear drivers and accounting for data coding). Chapter 9, “Fast
Time-Domain Channel Simulation Techniques,” explores a fast-time domain simulator, which
can be used in conjunction with the statistical framework to mitigate the issues from a pure statis-
tical approach. A significant portion of jitter or noise can be mitigated by using a proper clocking
architecture. Chapter 10, “Clock Models in Link BER Analysis,” reviews some of the common
clocking architectures and their simulation models for statistical link simulators.

Part III explores the impact of power noise to link performance. Chapter 11, “Overview of
Power Integrity Engineering,” as its name implies, provides an overview of power integrity engi-
neering. Simultaneous Switching Noise (SSN) analysis is a hot issue for modern high-speed mem-
ory interface designs. Chapter 12, “SSN Modeling and Simulation,” discusses an efficient and
accurate simulation methodology for SSN analysis, using a DDR2 memory system to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the presented simulation methodology. Noise mechanisms of SSN for common
single-ended signaling technologies are also explained. The reduction of SSN is quite challenging,
due to the physical limitation of package designs, and Chapter 13, “SSN Reduction Codes and Sig-
naling,” presents bus-coding techniques to mitigate SSN. By using differential signaling or data
coding, SSN (due to output power supply noise) is no longer the dominant factor for timing jitter.
Power supply noise, on the pre-driver and clock path, induces a significant amount of jitter. Chapter
14, “Supply Noise and Jitter Characterization,” discusses the basics of power supply noise–induced
jitter (PSIJ). Chapter 14 also covers useful on-chip measurement circuits for measuring power
noise and power distribution network (PDN) impedance. The proposed measurement technique is
further extended to substrate noise measurement in Chapter 15, “Substrate Noise Induced Jitter.”

Part IV is devoted to advanced SI/PI topics. Chapter 16, “On-Chip Link Measurement
Techniques,” describes on-chip measurement techniques for signal performance and noise meas-
urement. Such features are becoming more important, due to the popularity of 3D packages, such
as PoP, SiP, and 3D integration. Modern high-speed links utilize signal-conditioning techniques,
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used to overcome physical channel limitations, and Chapter 17, “Signal Conditioning,” presents a
general overview of these equalization techniques. Chapter 18, “Applications,” provides three
signaling examples to demonstrate the list of common features used in different applications. The
first example is an XDR memory system for the high-end PC, game, and graphics applications.
Several key architecture-level features, such as FlexPhase for timing adjustment and Dynamic
Point-to-Point (DPP) for mitigating multi-drop issues, are also reviewed. The second example is
Mobile XDR™ for low-power applications. Additional features, used in Mobile XDR to reduce
the interface power, are reviewed in detail. The third example applies these advanced signaling
features to the current generation of DDR main memory systems, in order to provide a future
roadmap for increasing the data rate. A few highlights of future high-speed interfaces are also
presented.
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486-488
optical link, 489-491
wide I/O, 488-489

main memory systems
DDR3, 478-480
DPP (Dynamic Point-to-

Point) signaling
technology, 485-486

FlexClocking architecture,
482-483

FlexPhase technology,
480-482

NGS (Near Ground
Signaling), 483-485

trends and future
requirements of, 
476-480

Mobile XDR memory
system, 465-467

asymmetric clocking
architecure with fast
pause option, 468

compared to LPDDR2,
470-473

link performance
modeling and analysis,
474-476

low power modes and
transitions, 469

multiple data rate support,
216-218

VLSD (very low swing
differential) signaling,
468

XDR memory channel, 456
clocking architecture,

458-459
DPP (Dynamic Point-to-

Point) signaling
technology, 462-464

FlexPhase timing
adjustments, 459-462

memory architecture, 
456-458

in PlayStation 3, 464-466
XDIMM, 462

arrays, OAs (orthogonal arrays)
common three-level OAs

(orthogonal arrays), 172
explained, 169
notations, 171
properties, 169-170

assigning noise target values to
budget components, 289

asymmetric clocking
asymmetric clocking

architecture with fast pause
option, 468
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asymmetric clocking scheme
for moderate performance
I/O interfaces, 265-267

asynchronous clocking, 24
attenuation (loss), 25-28

conductor loss, 27-28
dielectric loss, 26-27
leakage loss, 26
radiation loss, 26

auto-correlation mode, 415
autocorrelation of jitter

sequence, 35
Avago Micropod technology, 490
average effect, 173-175
AVP (adaptive voltage

positioning), 286

B
back drilling, 59-60
backplane channel modeling

example
back drilling, 59-60
crosstalk, 59-61
data-rate limitations from Tx

and Rx blocks, 55-56
flip-chip packages, 55
intra-pair skew, 62
Monte-Carlo analysis

method, 54-55, 62-63
Taguchi analysis of, 186-192
through-via reflections, 56-57
via stub reflections, 57-60

backplane link modeling
example

complete backplane link
modeling, 190-191

Taguchi analysis
backplane channel

components, 186
overall flow of backplane

channel variation
modeling, 186-189

parameters for backplane
channel variations, 
186-189

PCB trace modeling, 
186-189

physical parameters for
PCB or package
substrate, 186

backward crosstalk, 110-112
Bakoglu, H. B., 2
bandwidth requirements for

future signaling systems, 
486-488

behavior-driver transmitters, 18
BER (bit error rate) simulation.

See link BER (bit error rate)
simulation

best case estimations, 173-176
bit error rate (BER) simulation.

See link BER (bit error rate)
simulation

Bode, Hendrik, 425
boost factor, 430
bounded uncorrelated jitter

(BUJ), 37-39
BUJ (bounded uncorrelated

jitter), 37-39
bypass capacitors, 30-31

C
capacitance matrix, 107
capacitive loading (Tx/Rx),

55-56
capacitors, bypass, 30-31
capturing signal waveforms, 

408-411
Cauchy’s principal integral, 89
causality conditions, 89-90

causality-enforced
interpolation, 96

discretization error bound,
94-95

generalized dispersion
relations, 91

lossless couple transmission
line example, 95-100

truncation error bound, 92-93
causality-enforced 

interpolation, 96
CDF (cumulative-density

functions), 36

CDR (Clock Data Recovery),
409-410

CDR circuitry modeling
explained, 268-269
statistical model, 269-270
validation of, 270-273

CDR-based serial links, 
260-261

and equalization adaptation
interaction, 442-445

channel design methodology, 
44-49

channel modeling
methodology, 49-52

Rambus channel design
methodology, 44-47

top-down channel design
methodology, 45

XDR channel design
methodology, 47-49

channel modeling methodology,
49-52

channel simulation, fast-time
domain, 229-230

AMI (Algorithm Model
Interface), 231

comparison of jitter modeling
methods, 246-248

DER (double-edge response)
method, 233

extreme value distribution,
243-244

flow overview, 230-231
MER (multiple-edge

response) method, 233-236
numerical examples, 236-242
peak distortion analysis, 

248-252
SBR (single-bit response)

method, 231-229
SSN (Simultaneous

Switching Noise) example,
245-246

channel VT (voltage and timing)
budgets

component-level timing
budget, 160-161

explained, 153-154
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fibre channel dual-Dirac
model, 156-160

timing budget equation
components, 154-156
pitfalls of, 161-164

voltage budget equations and
components, 164-165

Chebyshev nodes, 91
circuit noise sensitivity, 293-294
circuit operation, calculating

supply range for, 289
Clock Data Recovery. See CDR

(Clock Data Recovery)
clock models, 24

asymmetric clocking
architecure with fast pause
option, 468

asymmetric clocking scheme
for moderate performance
I/O interfaces, 265-267

CDR circuitry modeling
explained, 268-269
statistical model, 269-270
validation of, 270-273

CDR-based serial links, 
260-261

clock forwarding scheme for
parallel bus interfaces, 
263-266

explained, 257-258
independent and common

clock jitter models, 258-259
jitter amplification, 273-277
passive channel JIF, 273-277
PCIe channels with common

clock source, 262-264
XDR clocking architecture,

458-459
clocking architecture (XDR),

458-459
CML (current-mode-logic), 468
common clock jitter models,

258-259
common SSN aggressor lines,

merging, 317-321
common three-level OAs

(orthogonal arrays), 172

companion model for time-
domain simulation, 117-119

complexity of driver model,
reducing, 311-313

component-level timing budget,
160-161

conductor loss, 27-28
connector pin fields

through-via reflections, 56-57
via stub reflections, 57-60

continuous time linear equalizer
(CTLE), 428

converting
between line and wave

parameters, 71-73
to mixed-mode parameters,

72-75
between S- and Z-parameters,

65
S-parameter to transmission

line parameters, 121-123
between Z-, Y-, and ABCD-

parameters, 69-70
coupled lossless transmission

line example, 95-100
coupled noise

explained, 28-29
voltage, 333-334

crosstalk, 28-29
backplane channel modeling

example, 59-61
crosstalk isolation, 61
explained, 109-110
FEXT (far-end crosstalk)

in backplane channels, 
59-61

explained, 109
mode discontinuities and

reflection (backward
crosstalk), 110-112

mode propagation (forward
crosstalk), 112-115

NEXT (near-end crosstalk)
in backplane channels, 

59-61
explained, 109

CTLE (continuous time linear
equalizer), 428

cumulative-density functions
(CDF), 36

current loops
POD (Pseudo Open Drain)

signal current flow, 323-324
SSTL (Stub-Series

Terminated Logic) signal
current flow, 322-323

current mode transmitters, 16-17
current-mode-logic (CML), 468
cycle-to-cycle jitter, 34

D
DAC (digital-to-analog

converter), 427
Dally, W., 2
data bus inversion. See DBI (data

bus inversion)
data communication rates, 1
data rates

data-rate limitations from Tx
and Rx blocks, 55-56

data-rate wall, 487
enabling higher data rates

with FlexPhase, 480-482
Mobile XDR, 469-470

data-dependent jitter (DDJ), 
37-39

DBI (data bus inversion), 
339-340

coding example, 341
DBI-AC, 340
DBI-DC, 341
DBI-SS, 344-346
effectiveness of, 341-343
goals of, 340
hybrid DBI-SS

implementations, 344-346
noise shaping, 344

DC (zero frequency) values
accurate DC modeling, 83-85
DC characterization of

transmission line
parameters, 132-137

impact on transmission line
models, 125-132
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DC calibration (substrate noise
case study), 394-395

DC drop, 294-295
DCD (duty-cycle distortion), 

17, 208-211
DDJ (data-dependent jitter), 

37-39
DDR DRAM command/address

channel example
coupled power noise, 

333-334
noise measurements and

correlation, 334-336
Taguchi analysis, 179-185

DDR DRAM
command/address
channel example, 179

fuzz simulation ANOVA
table after pooling, 184

fuzz simulation ANOVA
table before pooling,
183-184

input factor settings, 180
main plots for DDR RQ

channel simulation, 
181-183

output results, 180-181
DDR2 SSN analysis (case study)

overview, 330-331
self-generated power noise,

330-331
DDR3. See also main memory

systems
architecture, 478-479
link topology, 479
signaling and power

consumption, 480
decision-feedback equalization.

See DFE (decision-feedback
equalization)

de-embedding measurement
parasitic, 123-124

dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM), 490

DER (double-edge response)
fast time-domain channel

simulation, 233

peak distortion analysis, 
249-250

deriving power supply budget,
287-290

assigning noise target values
to budget components, 289

calculating margin impact of
supply noise, 289-290

calculating supply range for
circuit operation, 289

dividing supply-noise range
into noise components, 
288-289

design challenges, 2-3, 8-9
deterministic jitter (DJ), 37-39
deterministic noise sources, 25
device jitter simulation

validation, 218-219
DFE (decision-feedback

equalization)
explained, 430-433
RS-PrDFE (reduced-slicer

partial-response DFE), 
427-448

dielectric loss, 26-27
dielectric quasi-static mode, 382
Differential Rambus Signaling

Level (DRSL), 457
differential signaling, 339-340.

See also vector signaling
differential transmitters, 15-16
digital-to-analog converter

(DAC), 427
Diode network termination, 21
Direct Rambus DRAM

(RDRAM) memory 
channel, 46

discretization error bound, 94-95
dispersion relations

explained, 89
Kramers-Kronig, 89-90

distortion. See peak distortion
analysis

distributed transmission line
model, 22-23

DJ (deterministic jitter), 37-39
domain simulation, 411
double termination, 21

double-edge response (DER)
fast time-domain channel

simulation, 233
peak distortion analysis, 

249-250
DPP (Dynamic Point-to-Point)

signaling technology, 458, 
462-464, 485-486

DRAM stand-by power,
minimizing with FlexClocking,
482-483

drift, 33
driver model, reducing

complexity of, 311-313
DRSL (Differential Rambus

Signaling Level), 457
dual-Dirac model, 156-160
duty-cycle distortion (DCD), 17,

208-211
DWDM (dense wavelength

division multiplexing), 490
Dynamic Point-to-Point (DPP)

signaling technology, 458, 
462-464, 485-486

E
edge-based adaptation, 436
efficient model representation for

on-chip wires, 138-139
Electrical Performance of

Electronic Packaging, 5
electromagnetic field solvers, 

52-54
EM (electromagnetic) field

solvers, 52-54
equalization

adaptation algorithms
approaches for setting

equalizer coefficients,
433

LMS (least mean squares)
algorithm, 434-435

minBER algorithm, 
438-441

zero-forcing SS-LMS
algorithm, 435-438
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ADC-based receive
equalization, 445-448

CDR and equalization
adaptation interaction, 
442-445

decision-feedback
equalization, 430-433

future of high-speed wireline
equalization, 448-449

receive linear equalization,
428-430

transmitter equalization, 
427-428

equalizer coefficients, setting,
433

equivalent voltage noise (EVN)
model, 203-204, 247

error bound analysis
discretization error bound,

94-95
truncation error bound, 92-93

EVN (equivalent voltage noise)
model, 203-204, 247

excitation currents, 292-293
external inductance, 108
eye diagrams (BER), 407-408,

412
eye masks, 164-165

F
factors

definition of, 168
interaction of, 170-171

far-end crosstalk (FEXT), 28-29
in backplane channels, 59-61
explained, 109

fast time-domain channel
simulation

AMI (Algorithm Model
Interface), 231

benefits of, 229-230
comparison of jitter modeling

methods, 246-248
DER (double-edge response)

method, 233, 249-250
extreme value distribution,

243-244

flow overview, 230-231
MER (multiple-edge

response) method, 233-236
numerical examples, 236-242
peak distortion analysis, 248

MER (multiple-edge
response) method, 
249-250

numerical examples, 
251-252

SBR (single-bit response)
method, 248

worse-case eye, 251
SBR (single-bit response)

method, 231-229
SSN (Simultaneous

Switching Noise) example,
245-246

fast-time domain channel
simulation, 411

FEM (Finite Element Method),
53

FEXT (far-end crosstalk), 28-29
in backplane channels, 59-61
explained, 109

FFEs (fractional-factorial
experiments), 169

fibre channel dual-Dirac model,
156-160

field solvers, 52-54
final-value theorem of Laplace

transform, 134
Finite Difference Time-domain

Method (FDTD), 54
Finite Element Method 

(FEM), 53
finite impulse response (FIR)

filters, 427-428
FIR (finite impulse response)

filters, 427-428
FlexClocking, 468, 482-483
FlexPhase, 458-462, 480-482
flip-chip packages, 55
formulation periodic jitter with

ISI interaction, 219-221
forward crosstalk, 112-115

fractional-factorial experiments
(FFEs), 169

frequency
DC (zero frequency) values.

See DC (zero frequency)
values

knee frequency, 78
maximum frequency range

for S-parameter time-
domain models, 78-83

full circuit driver modeling, 307
full-circuit transmitters, 18
full-wave field solvers, 50-52,

53-54
future of signal-integrity

analysis, 7-8
future signaling systems

bandwidth requirements, 
486-488

optical link, 489-491
wide I/O, 488-489

G-H
gate oxide reliability, 33
Gaussian jitter distribution, 

39, 247
generalized 2-port network

parameters, 66, 68-69
generalized dispersion 

relations, 91
generalized Hibert

transformation (GHT), 91
generalized vector signaling,

346-349
generator circuit (substrate

noise), 392-393
GHT (generalized Hilbert

transformation), 91
ground nodes, merging with

power nodes, 313-317
guard rings, 386-387
HCM (high-common mode)

driver, 17
high-common mode (HCM)

driver, 17
high-frequency deterministic

jitter, 247
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high-frequency substrate
modeling, 387-390

high-frequency switching noise,
296-298

high-performance differential
memory system. See XDR
memory channel

high-speed memory controller
PHY

jitter sensitivity in, 375
PSIJ (power supply noise-

induced jitter) prediction in,
375-376

high-speed SerDes system,
supply noise in, 372-375

high-speed wireline equalization,
future of, 448-449

Hilbert transformation, 89-90.
See also GHT (generalized
Hilbert transformation)

histograms, 36
history of signal-integrity

engineering, 7-8
1990-2000, 5-6
2000-present, 6
pre-1990, 4

hold times (receivers), 18
HSPICE, 6

simulated near-end crosstalk,
111-112

W-element, 116
hybrid DBI-SS implementations,

344-346

I
IBIS Advanced Technology

Modeling (ATM) standards
committee, 198

IBM silicon photonics, 490
IIR (infinite impulse response)

filters, 427
impedance

impedance profiles
coupled power noise, 

333-334
self-generated power

noise, 332-333

N-port network parameters,
66-65

of power distribution
network, 291-292

independent clock jitter models,
258-259

inductance matrix, 108
inductance, partial inductance

model, 327-329
Infinera, 490
infinite impulse response (IIR)

filters, 427
input sensitivity (receivers), 18
input voltage offset 

(receivers), 18
Intel silicon photonics, 490
interaction

of factors, 170-171
between signals, 305-307

interconnects
distributed transmission line

model, 22-23
explained, 21-22
lumped equivalent circuit

model, 23
interpolation, causality-enforced,

96
Inter-Symbol Interference. See

ISI (Inter-Symbol Interference)
intra-pair skew, 62
I/O power

reducing with NGS (Near
Ground Signaling), 483-485

wide I/O, 488-489
IR drop, 295-297
ISI (Inter-Symbol Interference),

29-30, 198, 206, 425
formulation periodic jitter

with ISI interaction, 
219-221

intersymbol interference
modeling, 206

ISI PDF calculation, 206-208
transmitter DCD (duty-cycle

distortion) modeling, 
208-211

isolation, crosstalk, 61

J
JIF (jitter impulse function), 259,

273-277
jitter

amplification, 273-277
autocorrelation, 35
BUJ (bounded uncorrelated

jitter), 37-39
CDF (cumulative-density

functions), 36
clock models

asymmetric clocking
scheme for moderate
performance I/O
interfaces, 265-267

CDR circuitry modeling,
268-273

CDR-based serial links,
260-261

clock-forwarding scheme
for parallel bus
interfaces, 263-266

explained, 257-258
independent and common

clock jitter models, 
258-259

PCIe channels with
common clock source,
262-264

comparison of jitter modeling
methods, 246-248

cycle-to-cycle jitter, 34
DDJ (data-dependent jitter),

37-39
definition of, 33
device jitter simulation

validation, 218-219
DJ (deterministic jitter), 

37-39
EVN (equivalent voltage

noise) jitter modeling
method, 247

explained, 33
Gaussian transmitter jitter,

247
high-frequency deterministic

jitter, 247
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histograms, 36
JIF (jitter impulse function),

259, 273-277
low-frequency jitter, 247
output timing jitter, 17-18
PDF (probability density

function), 36-37
periodic jitter modeling

explained, 218-219
formulation periodic jitter

with ISI interaction,
219-221

numerical examples, 
221-225

phase noise, 35-36
PSD (power spectrum

density), 35
PSIJ (power supply noise-

induced jitter), 218, 
359-360

case studies, 372-376
importance of, 360-361
jitter sensitivity extraction,

366-370
modeling methodology,

361-364
sensitivity measurement,

420-421
supply noise-induced jitter

prediction, 370-371
supply noise simulation,

364-366
receiver jitter modeling, 

215-217
RJ (random jitter), 39
Rx sampling jitter modeling

method, 247
sequence, 33-35
SNIJ (substrate noise-induced

jitter) measurement, 
398-400

spectrum, 33-35
substrate noise-induced jitter

case study, 393-400
explained, 380-382
high-frequency substrate

modeling, 387-390
impact of, 379-380

low- to medium-frequency
substrate modeling, 
382-387

monitor circuit, 392
noise generator circuit,

392-393
operating modes of silicon

substrate, 382-383
property and measurement

requirements, 391-392
SCM model validation

example, 388-391
transmitter jitter modeling,

211-217
jitter impulse function (JIF), 259,

273-277
Johnson, H. W., 2

K-L
knee frequency, 78
Kramers-Kronig dispersion

relations, 89-90
Lagrange interpolation

polynomial, 91
Laplace equation, 53, 134
LCM (low-common mode)

driver, 17
leakage loss, 26
least mean squares (LMS)

algorithm, 434-435
Li, M. P., 33
line voltage and current network

parameters, 69-71
linear models

linear regression models, 176
piecewise linear models, 177

linear regression models, 176
linear time invariant, 30, 362
link BER (bit error rate)

simulation, 215-217
BER eye diagrams, 

407-408, 412
CDR circuitry modeling

explained, 268-269
statistical model, 269-270
validation of, 270-273

clock models
asymmetric clocking

scheme for moderate
performance I/O
interfaces, 265-267

CDR-based serial links,
260-261

clock-forwarding scheme
for parallel bus
interfaces, 263-266

explained, 257-258
independent and common

clock jitter models, 
258-259

jitter amplification, 
273-277

passive channel JIF, 
273-277

PCIe channels with
common clock source,
262-264

device jitter simulation
validation, 218-219

explained, 197-198
historical background, 198
intersymbol interference

modeling, 206
ISI PDF calculation, 

206-208
transmitter DCD (duty-

cycle distortion)
modeling, 208-211

limitations of, 229
periodic jitter modeling

explained, 218-219
formulation periodic jitter

with ISI interaction,
219-221

numerical examples, 
221-225

receiver jitter modeling, 
215-216

statistical link BER modeling
framework

equivalent voltage noise
model, 203-204

mathematical formulation,
198-203
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overall statistical link
simulation flow, 204-205

transmitter jitter modeling,
211-217

link measurement. See on-chip
link measurement

link performance modeling and
analysis (Mobile XDR), 
474-476

link topology (DDR3), 479
LMS (least mean squares)

algorithm, 434-435
loss (attenuation), 25-28

conductor loss, 27-28
dielectric loss, 26-27
leakage loss, 26
radiation loss, 26

low power differential memory
system. See Mobile XDR
memory system

low- to medium-frequency
substrate modeling, 382-387

low-common mode (LCM)
driver, 17

low-frequency AC noise, 
294-295

low-frequency jitter, 247
LPDDR2, compared to Mobile

XDR, 470-473
lumped equivalent circuit 

model, 23
Luxtera, 490

M
main effect, 173-175
main memory systems

DDR3, 478-480
DPP (Dynamic Point-to-

Point) signaling technology,
485-486

FlexClocking architecture,
482-483

FlexPhase technology, 
480-482

NGS (Near Ground
Signaling), 483-485

trends and future
requirements of, 476-480

manufacturing variation
modeling

explained, 167-168
Monte-Carlo method

advantages/disadvantages,
168

backplane channel
modeling example, 
62-63

simulation time, 177
Taguchi method

ANOVA (analysis of
variance), 177-178

backplane link modeling
example, 186-192

common three-level OAs
(orthogonal arrays), 172

DDR DRAM
command/address
channel example, 
179-185

explained, 168-169
interaction of factors, 

170-171
linear regression models,

176
OA (orthogonal array)

notations, 171
OA (orthogonal array)

properties, 169-170
piecewise linear models,

177
sensitivity analysis, 

173-175
worst and best case

estimations, 173-176
margin impact of supply noise,

calculating, 289-290
margin loss, PSIM (power supply

noise-induced margin 
loss), 422

Markov chain model, 261, 
269-270

maximum frequency range for 
S-parameter time-domain
models, 78-83

Maxwell equations, 53
Maxwellian capacitance, 107
MCP (multi-chip packaging),

488
measurements

modeling transmission lines
from, 121-137

converting S-parameter to
transmission line
parameters, 121-123

DC characterization of
transmission line
parameters, 132-137

de-embedding
measurement parasitic,
123-124

examples, 125-128
impact of DC values in

transmission line
models, 125-132

noise measurements and
correlation, 334-336

on-chip link measurement
BER eye diagrams, 

407-408, 412
importance of, 405-407
link performance

measurement and
correlation, 411-412

modeling impact of power
supply noise, 422

PDN measurement
technique, 419-420

PSIJ sensitivity
measurement, 420-421

schmoo plots, 407-408
signal waveforms,

capturing, 408-411
on-chip supply noise

measurement
importance of, 412-413
noise generator circuit,

415
noise monitoring circuit,

413-414
supply noise measurement

techniques, 415-418
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on-chip wire model
correlation with, 139-142

of substrate noise, 391-392
medium-frequency AC noise,

299-300
medium-frequency substrate

modeling, 382-387
memory capacity, increasing

with DPP (Dynamic Point-to-
Point) technology, 485-486

MER (multiple-edge response),
233-236, 249-250

merging
common power and ground

nodes, 313-317
common SSN aggressor lines,

317-321
mesochronous clocking, 24
Method of Moments (MoM), 54
minBER algorithm, 438-441
mixed-mode network

parameters, converting to,
72-75

Mobile XDR memory system,
465-467. See also XDR
memory channel

asymmetric clocking
architecure with fast pause
option, 468

compared to LPDDR2, 
470-473

link performance modeling
and analysis, 474-476

low power modes and
transitions, 469

multiple data rate support,
216-218

VLSD (very low swing
differential) signaling, 468

mode discontinuities, 110-112
mode propagation (forward

crosstalk), 112-115
MoM (Method of Moments), 54
monitor circuit (substrate 

noise), 392
Monte-Carlo method, 63, 168

advantages/disadvantages,
168

backplane link modeling
example, 62-63

simulation time, 177
Moore’s Law, 1
multi-chip packaging (MCP),

488
multidrop topology, 14-15
multiple data rate support

(Mobile XDR), 216-218
multiple-edge response (MER),

233-236, 249-250

N
Near Ground Signaling (NGS),

483-485
near-end crosstalk (NEXT), 

28-29
in backplane channels, 59-61
explained, 109

network parameters
causality conditions, 89-90

causality-enforced
interpolation, 96

discretization error bound,
94-95

generalized dispersion
relations, 91

lossless couple
transmission line
example, 95-100

truncation error bound,
92-93

conversion between line and
wave parameters, 71-73

conversion to mixed-mode
parameters, 72-75

generalized 2-port network
parameters, 66, 68-69

line voltage and current
network parameters, 69-70

line voltage and current wave
network parameters, 70-71

N-port network parameters,
66-65

passivity conditions, 85
for S-parameter, 85-87

for Z- and Y- parameters,
87-88

S-parameter time-domain
models, 77

accuracy, 77-78
accurate DC modeling,

83-85
maximum frequency

range, 78-83
NEXT (near-end crosstalk),

28-29
in backplane channels, 59-61
explained, 109

NGS (Near Ground Signaling),
483-485

noise excitation currents, 
292-293

noise generator circuit, 415
noise monitoring circuit, 

413-414
noise shaping with DBI (data bus

inversion), 341-343
noise sources

attenuation (loss), 25-28
conductor loss, 27-28
dielectric loss, 26-27
leakage loss, 26
radiation loss, 26

crosstalk. See crosstalk
explained, 24-25
Inter-Symbol Interference

(ISI). See ISI (Inter-Symbol
Interference)

power supply noise. See
power supply noise

pre-driver and output driver
noise, 344-346

random versus deterministic,
25

reflections and resonances, 29
self-induced noise, 24
SSN (simultaneous switching

noise). See SSN
(simultaneous switching
noise)

substrate noise, 392
case study, 393-400
explained, 380-382
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high-frequency substrate
modeling, 387-390

impact of, 379-380
low- to medium-frequency

substrate modeling, 
382-387

monitor circuit, 392
noise generator circuit,

392-393
operating modes of silicon

substrate, 382-383
property and measurement

requirements, 391-392
SCM model validation

example, 388-391
noise target values, assigning to

budget components, 289
non-return-to-zero (NRZ)

signaling, 427
notations (OA), 171
N-over-N voltage-mode

differential driver, 468
N-port network parameters, 

66-65
NRZ (non-return-to-zero)

signaling, 427

O
OAs (orthogonal arrays)

common three-level OAs
(orthogonal arrays), 172

explained, 169
notations, 171
properties, 169-170
table of, 193-195

Octal Data Rate (ODR), 457
ODR (Octal Data Rate), 457
off-chip termination, 21
Ohm’s Law, 291
OIF (Optical Internetworking

Forum), 6
on-chip IR drop, 295-297
on-chip link measurement

BER eye diagrams, 407-408,
412

importance of, 405-407

link performance
measurement and
correlation, 411-412

modeling impact of power
supply noise, 422

on-chip supply noise
measurement

importance of, 412-413
noise generator circuit,

415
noise monitoring circuit,

413-414
supply noise measurement

techniques, 415-418
PDN measurement technique,

419-420
PSIJ sensitivity measurement,

420-421
schmoo plots, 407-408
signal waveforms, capturing,

408-411
on-chip PDN modeling, 325-326
on-chip regulators, 8
on-chip supply noise

measurement, 31-33
importance of, 412-413
noise generator circuit, 415
noise monitoring circuit, 

413-414
supply noise measurement

techniques, 415-418
on-chip termination, 21
on-chip wire modeling, 136-137

challenges of, 137-138
efficient model representation

for on-chip wires, 138-139
model correlation with

measurements, 139-142
operating modes of silicon

substrate, 382-383
Optical Internetworking Forum

(OIF), 6
optical link, 489-491
orthogonal arrays. See OAs

(orthogonal arrays)
orthogonality, 169
output driver noise, reducing

with DBI-SS, 344-346

output impedance, 15-16
output timing jitter, 17-18
oxide reliability, 33

P
PAC (periodic AC), 369
package modeling, 308
package/chip resonance, 286
Package-on-Package (PoP), 308
parallel bus interfaces, clock

forwarding scheme for, 
263-266

parallel termination, 20
partial inductance model, 

327-329
partial response DFE (PrDFE),

426, 431-433
passive channel JIF, 273-277
passive-channel modeling

backplane channel modeling
example, 54-55

back drilling, 59-60
crosstalk, 59-61
data-rate limitations from

Tx and Rx blocks, 55-56
flip-chip packages, 55
intra-pair skew, 62
manufacturing variations,

62-63
through-via reflections,

56-57
via stub reflections, 57-60

challenges of, 43-44
channel design methodology,

44-49
Rambus channel design

methodology, 44-47
top-down channel design

methodology, 45
XDR channel design

methodology, 47-49
channel modeling

methodology, 49-52
electromagnetic field solvers,

52-54
explained, 6, 21-22
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network parameters. See
network parameters

transmission lines, 103
comparison of on-chip,

package, and PCB
traces, 142-144

crosstalk. See crosstalk
modeling from

measurements, 121-137
on-chip wire modeling,

136-142
quasi-static

approximation, 106
RLGC matrix properties,

106-108
telegrapher’s equations,

103-105
time-domain simulation,

115-121
passivity conditions, 85

for S-parameter, 85-87
for Z- and Y- parameters, 

87-88
PCB trace modeling, 186-189
PCIe channels with common

clock source, 262-264
PDF (probability density

function), 36-37
PDN (power distribution

network)
and bypass capacitors, 30-31
design goals and supply

budget, 282-283
elements of, 284
impedance of, 291-292
measurement techniques,

419-420
on-chip PDN modeling, 

325-326
peak distortion analysis, 248

DER (double-edge response)
method, 249-250

MER (multiple-edge
response) method, 249-250

numerical examples, 251-252
SBR (single-bit response)

method, 248
worse-case eye, 251

periodic AC (PAC), 369
periodic jitter modeling

explained, 218-219
formulation periodic jitter

with ISI interaction, 
219-221

numerical examples, 221-225
periodic steady state (PSS), 369
phase noise, 35-36
phased-locked loop (PLL), 

31-32, 293
Photonic Integrated Circuit

(PIC), 490
PI co-simulation. See SI and PI

co-simulation
PIC (Photonic Integrated

Circuit), 490
piecewise linear models, 177
PlayStation 3, 6, 464-466
plesiochronous clocking, 24
PLL (phased-locked loop), 

31-32, 293
PMF (probability mass 

function), 202
POD (Pseudo Open Drain), 303,

323-324
point-to-point topology, 14-15
Poisson equation, 53
PoP (Package-on-Package), 308
power distribution network. See

PDN (power distribution
network)

power integrity engineering
explained, 281-282
on-chip link measurement

PDN measurement
technique, 419-420

PSIJ sensitivity
measurement, 420-421

on-chip supply noise
measurement

importance of, 412-413
noise generator circuit,

415
noise monitoring circuit,

413-414
supply noise measurement

techniques, 415-418

PDN (power distribution
network)

design goals and supply
budget, 282-283

elements of, 284
power supply budget

components, 283-286
deriving, 287-290
example, 287
flowchart, 288

PSIJ (power supply noise-
induced jitter). See PSIJ
(power supply noise-
induced jitter)

PSIM (power supply noise-
induced margin loss), 422

supply-noise analysis, 
290-291

circuit noise sensitivity,
293-294

DC drop and low-
frequency AC noise,
294-295

high-frequency switching
noise, 296-298

impedance of power
distribution network,
291-292

medium-frequency AC
noise, 299-300

noise excitation currents,
292-293

on-chip IR drop, 295-297
verification, 294

power nodes, merging with
ground nodes, 313-317

power optimized link, 6
power plane model, 328-330
power spectrum density 

(PSD), 35
power supply budget

components, 283-286
deriving, 287-290

assigning noise target
values to budget
components, 289

calculating margin impact
of supply noise, 289-290
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calculating supply range
for circuit operation, 289

dividing supply-noise
range into noise
components, 288-289

example, 287
flowchart, 288

power supply noise, 30-33, 
281-282

coupled power noise and
worst-case switching
pattern, 333-334

modeling impact of, 422
noise measurements and

correlation, 334-336
and on-chip circuitry, 31-33
on-chip link measurement,

419-420
on-chip supply noise

measurement
importance of, 412-413
noise generator circuit,

415
noise monitoring circuit,

413-414
supply noise measurement

techniques, 415-418
PDN (power distribution

network)
and bypass capacitors,

30-31
design goals and supply

budget, 282-283
elements of, 284

power supply budget
components, 283-286
deriving, 287-290
example, 287
flowchart, 288

PSIJ (power supply noise-
induced jitter), 359-360

case studies, 372-376
importance of, 360-361
jitter sensitivity extraction,

366-370
modeling methodology,

361-364

supply noise-induced jitter
prediction, 370-371

supply noise simulation,
364-366

PSIM (power supply noise-
induced margin loss), 422

self-generated power noise
and worst-case switching
pattern, 330-331

supply-noise analysis, 
290-291

circuit noise sensitivity,
293-294

DC drop and low-
frequency AC noise,
294-295

high-frequency switching
noise, 296-298

impedance of power
distribution network,
291-292

medium-frequency AC
noise, 299-300

noise excitation currents,
292-293

on-chip IR drop, 295-297
verification, 294

power supply noise-induced
jitter. See PSIJ (power supply
noise-induced jitter)

power supply noise-induced
margin loss (PSIM), 422

power wall, 487
power waves, 68
PrDFE (partial response DFE),

426, 431-433
pre-driver noise, reducing with

DBI-SS, 344-346
probability density function

(PDF), 36-37
probability mass function 

(PMF), 202
process-scaling wall, 487-488
properties

of OAs (orthogonal arrays),
169-170

of RLGC matrices, 106-108
of substrate noise, 391-392

PSD (power spectrum density),
35

pseudo differential signaling. See
vector signaling

Pseudo Open Drain (POD), 303,
323-324

PSIJ (power supply noise-
induced jitter), 218, 359-360

case studies
jitter sensitivity in high-

speed memory controller
PHY, 375

PSIJ prediction in high-
speed memory controller
PHY, 375-376

supply noise in high-speed
SerDes system, 372-375

importance of, 360-361
jitter sensitivity extraction,

366-370
modeling methodology, 

361-364
sensitivity measurement, 

420-421
supply noise-induced jitter

prediction, 370-371
supply noise simulation, 

364-366
PSIM (power supply noise-

induced margin loss), 422
PSS (periodic steady state), 369

Q-R
quasi-static approximation, 106
quasi-static field solvers, 50-52,

53-54
QuickCap, 138
radiation loss, 26
Rambus channel design

methodology, 44-47
Rambus Mobile XDR memory

system. See Mobile XDR
memory system

Rambus XDR memory channel.
See XDR memory channel

random jitter (RJ), 39
random noise sources, 25
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RC network termination, 20
receive linear equalization, 

428-430
receiver deadband, 18
receivers

explained, 18-19
jitter modeling, 215-217
PrDFE (partial-response

DFE) receivers, 426
simplified receiver design

with lower number of
samplers, 351

Tx/Rx capacitive loading, 
55-56

recursive convolution in time-
domain simulation of
transmission lines, 119-121

reduced-slicer partial-response
DFE (RS-PrDFE), 427-448

reflection, 29
backward crosstalk, 110-112
through-via reflections, 56-57
via stub reflections, 57-60

resonances, 29
RJ (random jitter), 39
RLGC matrices

properties, 106-108
RJGC models with different

DC resistances, 131
RLGC model of 

S-parameters, 50-52
RS-PrDFE (reduced-slicer

partial-response DFE), 427-448
Runge’s phenomenon, 91
Rx. See receivers
Rx sampling jitter modeling

method, 247

S
sampling-scope mode, 415
SBR (single-bit response), 29

calculating ISI PDF based on,
206-208

explained, 426-427
fast time-domain channel

simulation, 231-229

peak distortion analysis, 248
scattering parameters, 50-52
schmoo plots, 407-408
SCM model validation example,

388-391
self-generated power noise and

worst-case switching pattern,
330-331

self-induced noise, 24
sensitivity

circuit noise sensitivity, 
293-294

jitter sensitivity extraction,
366-370

jitter sensitivity in high-speed
memory controller PHY,
375

PSIJ sensitivity measurement,
420-421

sensitivity analysis, 173-175
sequence (jitter), 33-35
SerDes system

signal waveforms, capturing,
408-411

supply noise in, 372-375
series termination, 19
set-up times (receivers), 18
SI and PI co-simulation

explained, 310-311
flow, 310
merging common power and

ground nodes, 313-317
merging common SSN

aggressor lines, 317-321
reducing complexity of driver

model, 311-313
signal conditioning

equalization
ADC-based receive

equalization, 445-448
CDR and equalization

adaptation interaction,
442-445

future of high-speed
wireline equalization,
448-449

equalization adaptation
algorithms

approaches for setting
equalizer coefficients,
433

LMS (least mean squares)
algorithm, 434-435

minBER algorithm, 
438-441

zero-forcing SS-LMS
algorithm, 435-438

equalization techniques
decision-feedback

equalization, 430-433
receive linear

equalization, 428-430
transmitter equalization,

427-428
need for, 425-426
SBR (single-bit response),

426-427
signal current flow

POD (Pseudo Open Drain)
signal current flow, 323-324

SSTL (Stub-Series
Terminated Logic) signal
current flow, 322-323

signal net simulation, 328-330
signal waveforms, capturing,

408-411
signaling

definition of, 13-14
system overview, 14
topologies, 14-15
transmitters

definition of, 14
differential transmitters,

15-16
output impedance, 15-16
output timing jitter, 17-18
single-ended signaling,

15-16
voltage-mode versus

current mode, 16-17
signaling analysis

3D integration, 8
overview, 6
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signaling basics
clocking, 24
interconnects

distributed transmission
line model, 22-23

explained, 21-22
lumped equivalent circuit

model, 23
jitter

autocorrelation, 35
BUJ (bounded

uncorrelated jitter), 
37-39

CDF (cumulative-density
functions), 36

cycle-to-cycle jitter, 34
DDJ (data-dependent

jitter), 37-39
definition of, 33
DJ (deterministic jitter),

37-39
explained, 33
histograms, 36
PDF (probability density

function), 36-37
phase noise, 35-36
PSD (power spectrum

density), 35
RJ (random jitter), 39
sequence, 33-35
spectrum, 33-35

noise sources
attenuation (loss), 25-28
crosstalk, 28-29
explained, 24-25
Inter-Symbol Interference

(ISI), 29-30
power supply noise, 30-33
random versus

deterministic, 25
reflections and

resonances, 29
self-induced noise, 24

passive-channel modeling.
See passive-channel
modeling

receivers, 18-19
terminators

Diode network
termination, 21

explained, 19-21
on-chip versus off-chip

termination, 21
parallel termination, 20
RC network termination,

20
series termination, 19
single versus double

termination, 21
Thevenin network

termination, 20
transmitters

behavior-driver models,
18

full-circuit transmitters,
18

signal-integrity engineering
analysis trends, 4

1990-2000, 5-6
2000-present, 6
future of, 7-8
pre-1990, 4

design challenges, 2-3, 8-9
signals, interaction between,

305-307
Sign-Sign-LMS (SS-LMS), 

435-438
silicon interposers, 488-489
silicon photonics, 449, 490-491
silicon substrate operating

modes, 382-383. See also
substrate noise

simplified equivalent circuit
models, 313-317

simultaneous switching noise.
See SSN (simultaneous
switching noise)

single termination, 21
single-bit response (SBR), 29

calculating ISI PDF based on,
206-208

explained, 426-427
fast time-domain channel

simulation, 231-229
peak distortion analysis, 248

single-ended signaling, 15-16

skew, intra-pair, 62
skin effect mode, 382
slow-wave mode, 382
SNIJ (substrate noise-induced

jitter) measurement, 398-400
Sony PlayStation 3, 6, 464-466
source excitation and simulation,

308-309
S-parameters, 50-52

conversion between line and
wave parameters, 71-73

conversion between S- and 
T-parameters, 70-71

conversion between S- and 
Z-parameters, 65

converting to transmission
line parameters, 121-123

correlation for differential
clock, 142

correlation for single-ended
clocl, 141

mixed-mode parameters, 72
N-port network parameters,

66-65
passivity conditions, 85-87
S-parameter time-domain

models, 77
accuracy, 77-78
accurate DC modeling,

83-85
maximum frequency

range, 78-83
spectrum, jitter, 33-35
SPICE circuit models, 6
SS-LMS (Sign-Sign-LMS),

435-438
SSN (simultaneous switching

noise), 245-246
case study: DDR2 SSN

analysis for consumer
applications

coupled power noise, 
333-334

noise measurements and
correlation, 334-336

overview, 330-331
self-generated power

noise, 330-331
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co-simulation of signal net
and power planes, 328-330

DBI (data bus inversion),
340-343

coding example, 341
DBI-AC, 340
DBI-DC, 341
DBI-SS, 344-346
effectiveness of, 341-343
goals of, 340
hybrid DBI-SS

implementations, 
344-346

noise shaping, 344
differential signaling, 

339-340
explained, 303-305
merging common SSN

aggressor lines, 317-321
modeling

full circuit driver
modeling, 307

interaction between
signals, 305-307

on-chip PDN modeling,
325-326

package modeling, 308
source excitation and

simulation, 308-309
partial inductance model,

327-329
POD (Pseudo Open Drain)

signal current flow, 323-324
SI and PI co-simulation

explained, 310-311
flow, 310
merging common power

and ground nodes, 
313-317

merging common SSN
aggressor lines, 317-321

reducing complexity of
driver model, 311-313

SSTL (Stub-Series
Terminated Logic) signal
current flow, 322-323

vector signaling, 346

4b/6b vector signaling,
349-351

generalized vector
signaling, 346-349

performance comparison,
354-357

simplified receiver 
design, 351

SSTL (Stub-Series Terminated
Logic), 303, 322-323, 480

stand-by power, minimizing with
FlexClocking, 482-483

statistical CDR model, 269-270
statistical link BER modeling

framework
equivalent voltage noise

model, 203-204
mathematical formulation,

198-203
overall statistical link

simulation flow, 204-205
step responses, 83-85
Stub-Series Terminated Logic

(SSTL), 303, 322-323, 480
substrate noise

case study
AC measurement results,

395-397
DC calibration results,

394-395
substrate noise-induced

jitter measurement, 
398-400

test system overview, 
393-394

explained, 380-382
high-frequency substrate

modeling, 387-390
impact of, 379-380
low- to medium-frequency

substrate modeling, 
382-387

monitor circuit, 392
noise generator circuit, 

392-393
operating modes of silicon

substrate, 382-383

property and measurement
requirements, 391-392

SCM model validation
example, 388-391

subtraction points, 91
supply noise. See power supply

noise
supply range, calculating for

circuit operation, 289
switching noise, 296-298
synchronous clocking, 24

T
Taguchi, Genichi, 168
Taguchi method

ANOVA (analysis of
variance), 177-178

backplane link modeling
example, 186-192

backplane channel
components, 186

complete backplane link
modeling, 190-191

input parameters for
backplane channel
variations, 186-189

overall flow of backplane
channel variation
modeling, 186-189

PCB trace modeling, 
189-190

physical parameters for
PCB or package
substrate, 186

common three-level OAs
(orthogonal arrays), 172

DDR DRAM
command/address channel
example, 179-185

DDR RQ channel
topology, 179

fuzz simulation ANOVA
table after pooling, 184

fuzz simulation ANOVA
table before pooling,
183-184

input factor settings, 180
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main plots for DDR RQ
channel simulation, 
181-183

output results, 180-181
explained, 168-169
interaction of factors, 

170-171
linear regression models, 176
OA (orthogonal array)

notations, 171
OA (orthogonal array)

properties, 169-170
OA (orthogonal array) table,

193-195
piecewise linear models, 177
sensitivity analysis, 173-175
worst and best case

estimations, 173-176
TDR (time-domain

reflectometer), 52, 132-134
telegrapher’s equations, 103-105
TEM (transverse

electromagnetic) waves, 
103-105

terminators
Diode network termination,

21
explained, 19-21
on-chip versus off-chip

termination, 21
parallel termination, 20
RC network termination, 20
series termination, 19
single versus double

termination, 21
Thevenin network

termination, 20
test system overview (substrate

noise case study), 393-394
Thevenin network termination,

20
Through, Reflection, and Length

(TRL), 55
through silicon vias (TSV), 

449, 488
through-via reflections, 56-57
TIE (Time Interval Error), 33
Time Interval Error (TIE), 33

time-domain reflectometer
(TDR), 52

time-domain simulation of
transmission lines, 115-116

companion model, 117-119
recursive convolution, 

119-121
transmission line model

based on method of
characteristics, 116-117

timing
channel VT (voltage and

timing) budgets. See
channel VT (voltage and
timing) budgets

component-level timing
budget, 160-161

FlexPhase, 480-482
timing budget equation

and components, 154-156
pitfalls of, 161-164

timing schmoo, 407
XDR memory FlexPhase

timing adjustments, 
459-462

timing budget equation
components, 154-156
pitfalls of, 161-164

top-down channel design
methodology, 45

topologies, 14-15
T-parameters, conversion

between S- and T-parameters,
70-71

transmission lines, 103
comparison of on-chip,

package, and PCB traces,
142-144

crosstalk
explained, 109-110
mode discontinuities and

reflection (backward
crosstalk), 110-112

mode propagation
(forward crosstalk), 
112-115

distributed model, 22-23

modeling from
measurements, 121-137

converting S-parameter to
transmission line
parameters, 121-123

DC characterization of
transmission line
parameters, 132-137

de-embedding
measurement parasitic,
123-124

examples, 125-128
impact of DC values in

transmission line
models, 125-132

on-chip wire modeling, 
136-137

challenges of, 137-138
efficient model

representation for on-
chip wires, 138-139

model correlation with
measurements, 139-142

quasi-static approximation,
106

RLGC matrix properties,
106-108

telegrapher’s equations, 
103-105

time-domain simulation, 
115-116

companion model, 
117-119

transmission line model
based on method of
characteristics, 116-117

transmitters, 18
DCD (duty-cycle distortion)

modeling, 208-211
definition of, 14
differential transmitters, 

15-16
equalization, 427-428
full-circuit transmitters, 18
jitter modeling, 211-217
lossless couple transmission

line example, 95-100
output impedance, 15-16
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output timing jitter, 17-18
single-ended signaling, 15-16
time-domain simulation, 

119-121
Tx/Rx capacitive loading, 

55-56
voltage-mode versus current

mode, 16-17
transverse electromagnetic

(TEM) waves, 103-105
TRL (Through, Reflection, and

Length), 55
truncation error bound, 92-93
TSV (through silicon vias), 

449, 488
Tx. See transmitters

U-V
validating device jitter

simulation, 218-219
variance, ANOVA (analysis of

variance), 177-178
vector network analyzer 

(VNA), 52
vector signaling, 346

4b/6b vector signaling, 
349-351

generalized vector signaling,
346-349

performance comparison,
354-357

simplified receiver 
design, 351

very low swing differential
(VLSD) signaling, 468

via stub reflections, 57-60
VLSD (very low swing

differential) signaling, 468
VNA (vector network 

analyzer), 52
voltage. See also power integrity

engineering
AVP (adaptive voltage

positioning), 286

channel VT (voltage and
timing) budgets

component-level timing
budget, 160-161

explained, 153-154
fibre channel dual-Dirac

model, 156-160
timing budget equation,

154-156, 161-164
voltage budget equations

and components, 
164-165

and current network
parameters, 69-71

equivalent voltage noise
model, 203-204

voltage budget equations,
164-165

voltage scaling, slowdown
in, 7

voltage schmoo, 407
VRM (voltage regulator

module), 285
voltage regulator module

(VRM), 285
voltage-mode transmitters, 16-17
VRM (voltage regulator

module), 285, 294-295
VT budgets. See channel VT

(voltage and timing) budgets

W
wander, 33
wave network parameters

conversion between line and
wave parameters, 71-73

voltage and current wave
network parameters, 70-71

waveforms, capturing, 408-411
W-element in HSPICE, 116
wide I/O, 488-489
Widrow, B., 434
worse-case eye, peak distortion

analysis, 251
worst case estimations, 173-176

worst-case switching pattern
coupled power noise, 

333-334
self-generated power noise,

330-331

X
XCG clock generator, 457
XDIMM, 462
XDR channel design

methodology, 47-49
XDR DRAM, 456
XDR memory channel, 456. See

also Mobile XDR memory
system

clocking architecture, 
458-459

DPP (Dynamic Point-to-
Point) signaling technology,
462-464

FlexPhase timing
adjustments, 459-462

memory architecture, 
456-458

in PlayStation 3, 464-466
XDIMM, 462

XDR memory system, 6
XIO controller, 457
XMC memory controller, 457

Y-Z
Y matrix parameters

explained, 69-70
passivity conditions, 87-88

zero frequency values. See DC
(zero frequency) values

zero-forcing SS-LMS algorithm,
435-438

Z-parameters
conversion between S- and 

Z-parameters, 65
conversion between Z-, Y-,

and ABCD-parameters, 
69-70

passivity conditions, 87-88
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